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      British Columbia Sugar Refining Company, Limited; Lantic Sugar Limited; and Redpath1

Sugars, a Division of Redpath Industries, Limited.

      The subject goods are refined from sugar cane or sugar beets and may be in granulated,2

liquid and powdered form including: (1) white granulated sugar; (2) liquid sugar including
invert sugar; and (3) specialty sugars (soft yellow and brown sugar, icing sugar, demerara
sugar and others).  The subject goods are available in a broad range of shipping and
packaging configurations.

1

I. STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

This Binational Panel Review arises from a complaint filed by Savannah Foods &

Industries, Inc. ("Savannah") on December 18, 1995, pursuant to Rule 39(1) of the Rules of

Procedure for Article 1904 Binational Panel Reviews of the North American Free Trade

Agreement ("NAFTA") and Part II (Section 77.15) of the Special Import Measures Act,

R.S.C. 1985, c. S-15, as amended ("SIMA").  Savannah seeks a remand of the October 5,

1995 final determination of dumping by the Deputy Minister of Revenue ("Revenue Canada")

concerning refined sugar, whether from sugar cane or sugar beets in granulated, liquid and

powdered form ("subject goods") originating in, or exported from, the United States of

America (Investigation File No. 4237-80-2) ("Final Determination") as that determination

applies to Savannah.

II. ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY AND PANEL PROCEEDINGS

On February 10, 1995 the Canadian Sugar Institute ("CSI"), a trade association

composed of the Canadian producers  of subject goods  filed a complaint alleging dumping1   2

of refined sugar from the United States and other countries.  CSI provided evidence of

reduced profitability, margin depression, margin suppression and lost sales to demonstrate

injury from unfair imports.  In accordance with subsection 31(1) of SIMA, Revenue Canada
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      Final Determination Decisions Respecting Refined Sugar from Certain Countries,3

October 5, 1995.

2

opened an investigation into the matter on March 17, 1995.  The Sugar Beet Growers

Association filed a letter with Revenue Canada on April 24, 1995 supporting the complaint

filed by CSI.

On October 5, 1995, Revenue Canada issued a final determination of dumping with

respect to the subject goods exported from the United States.  As a part of its dumping

determination, Revenue Canada examined all of Savannah's exports of subject goods to

Canada and calculated the margin of dumping applicable to such exports to be forty-four

percent.   On November 6, 1995 the Canadian International Trade Tribunal released a final3

finding that the dumping of subject goods from the United States  threatened to cause

material injury to the Canadian industry producing like goods.

Savannah filed a request for Panel review with the Canadian Secretary for NAFTA

on November 17, 1995.  Savannah urged that the Final Determination of dumping be

remanded by the Panel because Revenue Canada committed an error of law or fact with

respect to the following issues: identification of the exporter, cost of production

methodology, and the inclusion in price comparisons of shipments under a contract between

Savannah and ED&F Man Sugar Ltd. ("ED&F"), a Canadian customer.  On March 26,

1996, Savannah filed a Brief of Argument.  Revenue Canada and CSI each filed a Brief of

Argument on May 27, 1996.  Savannah filed a Reply Brief on June 11, 1996.  A Panel hearing

was held in Ottawa, Canada on July 10, 1996, at which the Canadian Attorney General's

Office, representing Revenue Canada, the CSI and Savannah presented oral argument.
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3

III. ISSUES BEFORE THE PANEL

A.  Savannah urges that the Panel review Revenue Canada's determination of the

identity of the "exporter" subject to investigation under the standard of "correctness," or

alternatively a standard of "reasonableness."  Under either standard, Savannah asserts that

Revenue Canada's determination that Michigan Sugar Company was an exporter subject to

investigation was not supportable.

B.  Savannah urges that the Panel review Revenue Canada's determination of the cost

of production under the standard of "correctness," or alternatively a standard of

"reasonableness."  Under either standard, Savannah asserts that Revenue Canada's cost of

production methodology was not appropriate for costing raw sugar inputs and was not

supportable.  

C.  Savannah urges that the Panel review Revenue Canada's determination of the date

of sale under the standard of "correctness," or alternatively a standard of "reasonableness."

Under either standard, Savannah asserts that Revenue Canada's determination of date of sale,

which had the effect of including shipments made pursuant to the ED&F contract, was not

supportable. 
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      NAFTA Article 1904(3).4

      NAFTA Article 1911.5

      NAFTA Annex 1911(a); SIMA, subsection 77.011(5).6

4

IV. STANDARD OF REVIEW

A. General

The law governing the applicable Standard of Review is provided under NAFTA

Articles 1904(3), 1911, Annex 1911, SIMA, subsection 77.011 and the Federal Court Act,

R.S.C. 1985 c. F-7, s. 18.1(4).  The Panel must apply "the general legal principles that a court

of the importing Party otherwise would apply to a review of a determination of the competent

investigating authority."   General legal principles in the domestic law of NAFTA parties4

include doctrines such as standing, due process, rules of statutory construction, mootness and

exhaustion of administrative remedies.   5

Both the NAFTA and SIMA refer to the Federal Court Act, R.S.C. 1985 c. F.-7, s.

18.1(4) for the grounds upon which relief may be granted in Canada.   Specifically, the Panel6

must examine whether Revenue Canada:

(a) acted without jurisdiction, acted beyond its jurisdiction or refused
to exercise its jurisdiction;

(b) failed to observe a principle of natural justice, procedural fairness
or other procedures that it was required by law to observe;

(c) erred in law in making a decision or an order, whether or not the
error appears on the face of the record;

(d) based its decision or order on an erroneous finding of fact that it
made in a perverse or capricious manner or without regard for
the material before it;
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      Canadian Broadcasting Corporation v. Canadian Labour Relations Board, 1 S.C.R.7

157 (1995) (hereinafter CBC).

      Id.; see also Pezim v. British Columbia (Superintendent of Brokers), 2 S.C.R. 5578

(1994), (hereinafter Pezim).

      Lester v. U.I.J.A.P.P.I., Local 790, 3. S.C.R. 644 (1990) at 669; In the Matter of:9

Certain Corrosion Resistant Steel Sheet Products Originating in or Exported from the
United States of America (Injury) CDA-94-1904-04 at 8.

5

(e) acted or failed to act, by reason of fraud or perjured evidence; or

(f) acted in any other way that was contrary to the law.

On questions of law, Canadian courts have recently adopted a spectrum of review that

ranges from a “standard of patently unreasonable to correctness.”   At one end of the7

spectrum, the patently unreasonable standard is applicable in limited situations, such as where

there is a privative clause that protects the tribunal deciding a matter that falls within its

jurisdiction.  At the other end, the correctness standard is applied to unusual situations where

there is both a statutory right of appeal that allows the reviewing court to substitute its

opinion for that of the tribunal and where the tribunal has no greater expertise on the issue

than the court.  In between these extremes, a standard of reasonableness is applied where the

statute lacks a privative clause, but the decision of the tribunal is within its area of expertise

and with respect to a matter that falls within its jurisdiction.   8

With regard to questions of fact, a higher degree of deference is ordinarily accorded

the tribunal's findings than in respect of questions of law.  This applies particularly where the

tribunal has specialized expertise and discretion.  A standard of reasonableness requires that

a Panel will not interfere with the findings of fact unless the evidence, viewed reasonably, is

incapable of supporting the finding in question.   9
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      Martineau v. Matsqui Institution Disciplinary Board, 1 S.C.R. 602 (1980).10

      Reply Brief of Savannah Foods & Industries, Inc. (hereinafter Savannah's Reply Brief)11

at 14.

      Id. at 14; Transcript of the Public Hearing, July 10, 1996, (hereinafter Public Hearing12

Tr.) at 4-6.

      Public Hearing Tr. at 9 (Pearson).13

      Id. at 148, 150 (Thomas).14

6

Finally, the principles of natural justice and fairness are applicable to all cases and will

vary according to the circumstances.  Thus, a Panel may review whether Revenue Canada

violated its duty to act fairly towards the person claiming to be aggrieved.10

B. Positions of the Participants

Savannah contends that the Panel, in ruling on the actions of Revenue Canada at issue

here, should apply a "correctness" standard of review and, failing that, a "standard of

reasonableness."   Savannah alleges that Revenue Canada erred in both law and fact, that it11

acted in a perverse and capricious manner, that its actions are not rationally nor logically

supported by the evidence, that they are not protected by a privative clause and that the

tribunal had no special expertise on the challenged issues.   Savannah maintains that, while12

Revenue Canada has expertise in antidumping law and policy, that expertise does not extend

to the interpretation of the concepts at issue here.   13

Both Revenue Canada and the CSI maintain that the Panel ought to apply a

“reasonableness,” not a “correctness,” standard of review to Revenue Canada’s

determinations of law and fact.   They contend that Revenue Canada committed no errors14
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      Id. at 162 (Thomas).15

      Brief of the Investigating Authority the Deputy Minister of National Revenue16

(hereinafter Revenue Canada's Brief) at 38-40.

      Certain Cold-Rolled Steel Sheet Originating in or Exported from the United States of17

America, (Dumping) (1993) CDA-93-1904-08 (Binational Panel); In the Matter of: Certain
Machine Tufted Carpeting Originating in or exported from the United States of America,
Panel No. CDA-92-1904-01 (hereinafter Tufted Carpeting Panel); Public Hearing Tr. at 250
(Woyiwada).

      Public Hearing Tr. at 251 (Woyiwada).18

7

of law or fact, that its determinations are reasonable in law, that they are logically supported

by the evidence and that, while they are not protected by a privative clause, Revenue Canada

has the requisite expertise and statutory authority to make findings that are entitled to

substantial deference.   15

Revenue Canada invokes section 18(1) of the Federal Court Act as authority that a

reviewing authority is bound to defer to the reasonable determinations of law of Revenue

Canada.   Revenue Canada points to the Binational Panel decision in Cold Rolled Steel Sheet,16

to support the proposition that greater deference ought to be accorded to determinations of

fact than determinations of law, except where determinations of fact are perverse, capricious

or rendered without regard to the material facts.   Finally, Revenue Canada notes that17

however reasonable, or even more reasonable, an alternative determination of law or fact

proposed by a complainant might be, the Panel is still bound to uphold the reasonable
determination of Revenue Canada.18

C. Decision of the Panel

The Panel holds that, as Revenue Canada has both a statutory right and responsibility
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      See e.g., Canada (Attorney General) v. Mossop, 1 S.C.R. 554, 670 (1993) (hereinafter19

Mossop); United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, Local 579 v. Bradco
Construction Ltd., 2 S.C.R. 316, 415 (1993) (hereinafter Bradco) 415.  See also, L’Heureux-
Dube J., dissenting, in Zurich Insurance Co. v. Ontario (Human Rights Commission) 93
D.L.R. (4th Cir.) 346, 373 (1992), cited with approval in Mossop at 670.

      Pezim at 591.20

      Revenue Canada has particular expertise in relation to issues of law as they apply in anti-21

dumping decisions.  See In the Matter of: Final Determination of Dumping Made by the

8

to interpret SIMA on an ongoing basis, a high degree of deference is owed to determinations

made by Revenue Canada in the administration of SIMA.  The Panel accords deference to the

determinations of law of Revenue Canada on each issue presented here, employing a standard

of reasonableness, on grounds that Revenue Canada's findings on these issues are within the

scope of the responsibility expressly authorized under SIMA.  As a result, the Panel rejects

application of a correctness standard of review to the alleged errors of law and fact in issue

here.  

The Panel's decision to apply a reasonableness standard to questions of law is

supported by the Supreme Court of Canada's holding that particular deference ought to be

given to findings of law in areas where the decision-maker has particular expertise.   The19

Supreme Court of Canada in Pezim v. British Columbia (Superintendent of Brokers)

explained this principle further, noting that: 

...even where there is no privative clause and where there is no statutory right
of appeal, the concept of the specialization of duties requires that deference
be shown to decisions of specialized tribunals on matters which fall squarely
within the tribunal’s expertise.20

Revenue Canada is a specialized tribunal and the matters at issue here are central to

administration of SIMA.   Revenue Canada's determinations are entitled to due deference,21
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Deputy Minister of National Revenue, Customs and Excise, Regarding Gypsum Board
originating in or exported from the United States of America, Panel No. CDA-93-1904-01
(hereinafter Gypsum Panel) at 17, 48 fn. 41 citing University of British Columbia v. Berg,
(1993), 102 D.L.R. (4th) 665, at 676-77.  

      See In the Matter of: Certain Beer Originating in or exported from the United States22

of America by G. Heilman Brewing Company, Inc. Pabst Company, and the Stroh Brewery
Company for use or consumption in the Province of British Columbia, Panel No. CDA-91-
1904-01, at 10 (hereinafter Beer Panel); Tufted Carpeting Panel at 6; see also, Gypsum
Panel where panel advised against automatically deferring to Revenue Canada on questions
of law, but nevertheless applied a reasonableness standard of review in evaluating Revenue
Canada’s treatment of certain interest expenses.

      Savannah's Brief at 33.23

9

despite the absence of a privative clause.  

Review of the issues presented here under the reasonableness standard also is in

accord with the spectrum of review adopted in CBC.  While the deference accorded the

determination of Revenue Canada does not extend to the point of patent unreasonability, we

join with other Chapter 19 Panels in holding that a decision of Revenue Canada on questions

of law within its expertise is subject to review as to whether it is a “reasonable

interpretation.”22

The Panel also rejects Savannah's urging to evaluate the correctness of Revenue

Canada's fact findings.   The Panel may not substitute its favored interpretation of the facts.23

As stated above, section 18.1(4)(d) of the Federal Court Act provides that fact-based

decisions or orders of boards, commissions or tribunals can be set aside only when they are

“based...on erroneous findings of fact that...[are] made in a perverse or capricious manner or

without regard for the material before it."  A Panel may well be compelled to defer to a
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      Certain Cold-Rolled Steel Sheet Originating in or Exported from the United States of24

America, CDA-93-1904-08 (Binational Panel) (1993).

10

decision of Revenue Canada where the Panel may have reached a different conclusion.24

Thus, the Panel accords greater deference to the decisions of Revenue Canada in regard to

questions of fact than questions of law.

V. THE FRAMEWORK OF SAVANNAH'S SALES OPERATIONS 

Some understanding of the business environment for the sugar industry and the scope

of Savannah's sugar operations is necessary to a full evaluation of the issues presented.

Savannah is a publicly held Delaware corporation, an operating company which refines raw

sugar and markets the subject goods.  Michigan Sugar Company ("Michigan Sugar") is a

wholly-owned subsidiary of Savannah which produces subject goods from sugar beets.

Michigan Sugar is incorporated in the state of Michigan and sells its products within the

United States to Savannah, as well as to other customers.  

In some transactions at issue here, Savannah purchased the subject goods, FOB

Michigan Sugar's plants, and then arranged for shipment from Michigan Sugar's plants to

Canada.  Other exports to Canada at issue here involve export of subject goods processed

from raw sugar from U.S. and non-U.S. sources which had been commingled in Savannah's

inventories.  
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      Non-Confidential Brief of the Canadian Sugar Institute (hereinafter CSI Brief) at 2.25

11

Sales of sugar in the United States are regulated by the U.S. government.  Tariff-rate

quotas restrict the importation of foreign subject goods.   The effect of the import25

restrictions is higher sugar prices within the United States than in the world market.  The U.S.

Sugar to be Re-exported in Refined Form Program (the "Re-export Program") permits

licensed U.S. refiners to import raw sugar at the low, prevailing world market price (#11 raw

sugar) which is to be used in the production of subject goods destined for export.  

The #11 raw sugar imported under the Re-export Program may not be sold in the

United States except under the substitution provisions of the program.  The substitution

provisions of the Re-export Program permit exporters to substitute an equivalent amount of

imported #11 raw sugar for exported sugar which was processed from domestic raw sugar

(#14 raw sugar).  Under the Re-export Program, substitution of imported #11 raw sugar for

credit accrued from exports of #14 raw sugar may be accomplished through agency

agreements, i.e. such agreements permit the exporter and importer to be different entities. 

Raw sugar from purchases on the world market and raw sugar produced in the United

States are fungible goods.  Rather than physically segregating inventories, sugar purchased

on the world market is usually commingled with inventories of U.S. produced raw sugar.  In

their accounting systems, U.S. sugar producers commonly assign costs depending on whether

the goods are destined for domestic (#14 raw sugar) consumption or export (#11 raw sugar).
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      Savannah's Brief at 47-48.26

      Savannah invokes the cases of Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Of Canada v. T. Eaton27

Co., 4 D.L.R. (2d) 1, 6 (1956) and R. v. T.(V.), 1 S.C.R. 749 (1992) in support of this
contention.

      Savannah's Brief at 48.28

12

VI. DETERMINATION OF THE EXPORTER

A. Positions of the Participants

Revenue Canada determined that Savannah and Michigan Sugar were a single

economic entity and that Michigan Sugar was an "exporter" for the purposes of determining

the normal value of goods under section 15(e) of SIMA.  As a result, Michigan Sugar costs

were made part of the cost of production calculations for Savannah.  Savannah argues

that there is no definition of exporter in SIMA and further that SIMA does not refer to related

or associated parties in sections 15 through 20 (which pertain to calculation of cost of

production).   Savannah asserts that Parliament intentionally excluded the term exporter from26

the relevant sections of SIMA to ensure that separate corporations were not treated as a

single entity in the calculation of normal value.  Savannah also maintains that the common law

treats corporations such as Savannah and Michigan Sugar separately,  and that SIMA should27

not be interpreted to yield a different result, absent an explicit provision in SIMA.  Finally,

Savannah asserts that SIMA is a fiscal statute which should be construed in favor of taxpayer

Savannah's position that Michigan Sugar should not be treated as the exporter.  28
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      Revenue Canada's Brief at 56.29

      Id. at 55. 30

      Id. at 56.  Similarly, the Canadian Sugar Institute maintains that the absence of a31

statutory definition of exporter indicates that Parliament left it to the discretion of Revenue
Canada to determine who is an exporter in the circumstances of each case.  CSI's Brief at 44.

      Revenue Canada's Brief at 60.32

13

In response, Revenue Canada argues that Section 15(e) of SIMA permits it to treat

separate corporations as one for the purposes of determining normal value.   It states that29

while “exporter” is not defined in SIMA, the statute does not otherwise restrict investigation

of a legally distinct entity,  but permits investigation of "associated parties."   Finally,30      31

Revenue Canada maintains that construing the term "exporter" as encompassing both

Savannah and Michigan Sugar is supported by evidence of record that Savannah and

Michigan Sugar were engaged in a joint enterprise to export the subject goods to Canada.32

B. Decision of the Panel

The fact that SIMA does not itself define the term "exporter" does not detract from

the responsibility of Revenue Canada to determine who is an exporter for the purpose of

determining normal value.  Designation of companies as subject to investigation (i.e. defining

who is an exporter) is at the heart of administration of the antidumping law.  Therefore,

Revenue Canada's determination of which companies were exporters subject to investigation

was reviewed by the Panel under the reasonableness standard rather than the correctness

standard urged by Savannah.  

In conducting an antidumping investigation, it is reasonable for Revenue Canada to
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      Revenue Canada's Brief at 58.33

      Revenue Canada's Confidential Brief at 58.34

      Revenue Canada's Brief at 58.35

      Id. at 61.36

      Revenue Canada's Confidential Brief at 59.37

14

give consideration to the nature of the relationship between the parties it considers to be

participating in the process of exportation.  The relationship between Savannah and Michigan

Sugar was sufficiently substantial for Revenue Canada to reasonably conclude that both

corporations were a single economic entity and that Michigan Sugar could be investigated as

an exporter.  Both Savannah and Michigan Sugar have the same Chief Executive Officer.33

[                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                     ]34

The financial reporting for both corporations, including the payment of federal income tax,

is done on a consolidated basis.   35

Equally important as the organizational factors, the specific details of the shipments

at issue demonstrate the strong relationship between Savannah and Michigan Sugar.  The

exported subject goods were produced by Michigan Sugar and shipped from the United

States to Canada directly from the Michigan Sugar plants.   [                                            36

                                                                                                                                          

                                       

                            ]   37
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      Statement of Reasons, No. 4237-80 & 4218-2, October 5, 1995 (hereinafter Statement38

of Reasons), at 4, 9; see also Revenue Canada's Brief at 12.

      The constructed value is the "aggregate of (i) the cost of production of the goods, (ii)39

a reasonable amount for administrative, selling and other costs, and (iii) a reasonable amount
for profit."  SIMA Section 19(b).

      Statement of Reasons at 4.40

15

In light of the character of the transactions and the nature of the relationship, the Panel

finds it reasonable in law and fact that Revenue Canada determined that Savannah and its

subsidiary, Michigan Sugar are part of a single economic unit subject to investigation as an

exporter.   

VII. DETERMINATION OF COST OF PRODUCTION

A. Statutory Background and Revenue Canada Determination

Sections 16(b) and 19(b) of SIMA provide that, where domestic market sales of

subject goods do not provide for the recovery of the costs of producing and selling goods

over time, normal value is to be constructed.  Revenue Canada required that constructed

value computations be calculated in this case.   Savannah does not dispute that constructed38

value computations were necessary, but objects to Revenue Canada's computations for the

cost of production element of the constructed value.39

The major component of refined sugar is the raw sugar or the sugar beet.  Thus, the

cost of these inputs is of "particular importance" in this case.     In making its cost of40

production findings, Revenue Canada rejected the methodology offered by Savannah for

costing sugar inputs and substituted alternative methodologies.

Revenue Canada adopted two alternative methodologies.  In the case of sugar
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processed from U.S. grown sugar beets, the sugar inputs were not commingled and could be

tracked.  Revenue Canada relied on the cost of the sugar beet processing provided by

Michigan Sugar for cost of production calculations for these identifiable inputs.  

In the case of sugar refined from raw cane sugar, the raw sugar inputs were fungible

and subject to commingling and thus could not be tracked.  Revenue Canada sought to

determine the weighted average of costs of the #11 and the #14 raw sugar consumed in

production in the month in which the sugar was exported to Canada, calculated on the basis

of changes in the physical inventories of #11 and #14 raw sugar.

B. Position of the Participants

Savannah first alleges that the determination of the methodology for calculating cost

of production pursuant to SIMA is not a matter within the expertise of Revenue Canada and

that the decision should be reviewed as to its correctness.  Alternatively, Savannah urges

review of reasonableness in fact and law of Revenue Canada's determination.  

Savannah argues that it records cost of production on the basis of whether sugar is

sold domestically or exported and that it does not track separate physical inventories by

source of the raw sugar.  Savannah maintains that its method of tracking costs is in

accordance with the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles ("GAAP"), a fact certified by

respected public accountants.  Savannah points to the GATT Antidumping Code to support

its view that Revenue Canada should have adopted Savannah's cost assignment methodology

for all sales, whether or not commingling of raw sugar inputs was present, because its was

Savannah's normal method and an approved GAAP methodology.  
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Additionally Savannah argues that where commingling is present, it is impossible to

determine the physical proportion of #11 raw sugar and #14 raw sugar used in the production

of specific physical subject goods exported to Canada.   Savannah challenges the weighted41

average costing methodology Revenue Canada used to determine the cost of production in

establishing normal value.  Specifically, Savannah alleges that the method of costing used by

Revenue Canada to construct cost of production related to commingled inputs was irrational

because it used Savannah Foods' inventory values, which were based on Savannah's method

of accounting, a methodology previously rejected by Revenue Canada.

Revenue Canada argues that determining the appropriate costing methodology is a

matter within the expertise of Revenue Canada, since it arises in interpreting and applying

SIMA.   Revenue Canada states that SIMA does not require Revenue Canada to adopt a42

particular method merely because it is in accordance with GAAP.  Revenue Canada maintains

it has the discretion to adopt another method of determining costs where that other method

is reasonable and consistent with SIMA.

Revenue Canada also asserts that SIMA requires that the construction of the normal

values of the goods exported to Canada be based on the actual costs of producing and selling

the goods.   Revenue Canada notes that its analysis of the accounting methodology employed43

by Savannah revealed that the costs assigned to sales were from management inventory pools

of #11 and #14 raw sugar and that Savannah assigned these costs regardless of whether the
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refined sugar was made from raw cane sugar or from sugar beet.  For this and other reasons,

Revenue Canada believes that Savannah's method of assigning costs to sales was not related

to the production of the goods sold. 
 

C. Decision of the Panel

1. Review under the reasonableness standard

The Panel's review here is conducted to evaluate the "reasonableness" of agency

action.  We do not adopt the "correctness" standard urged by Savannah.  Revenue Canada

has been entrusted to administer the antidumping law.   Cost of production is a key44

component of SIMA Section 19(b), which itself is at the core of the antidumping law.  Thus,

the determination of what constitutes cost of production is central to administration of the

law.  Revenue Canada's findings may be informed by analogous legal interpretations, but its

specialized expertise should prevail in defining concepts central to the law unless that

interpretation is unreasonable.  
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  2. Revenue Canada's rejection of Savannah's methodology 

The term "cost of production" is not defined in SIMA, but Revenue Canada

Regulation 11(a) defines it as the aggregate of all costs that are "attributable to, or in any

manner related to, the production of the goods."   The regulation does not define the phrase45

"attributable to."

  In determining cost of production and whether costs are "attributable to, or in any

manner related to" the cost of production, Revenue Canada's interpretation of Canadian

antidumping law can be informed by the Antidumping Code.  The Code provides that costs

should "normally" be calculated on the basis of the exporter's records, if they are kept

according to GAAP and "reasonably reflect the costs associated with the production and sale

of the product under consideration."   In fact, acceptance of a responding company's GAAP46

methodology is apparently common for Revenue Canada.   47

Nevertheless, Revenue Canada rejected Savannah's GAAP methodology for

calculating cost of production.  In the Statement of Reasons supporting its determination,

Revenue Canada stated that "the cost allocation proposed by the exporters does not reflect

the actual cost of the goods.  Revenue Canada believes that the cost of the refined sugar must

reflect the actual cost of the inputs."   Similarly, Revenue Canada stated that "in constructing48

the cost of the goods under SIMA, we are required to take into consideration the actual cost
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of the raw material inputs consumed in producing the goods in question."   49

Revenue Canada's employment of the term "actual" to reject Savannah's methodology

was not related to the existing regulatory formulation for cost findings.  Moreover, Revenue

Canada's use of the term "actual" was inconsistent within the context of this case.   The50

confusion over use of the term "actual" notwithstanding, this Panel finds that Revenue Canada

engaged in more than a futile effort to calculate "actual" costs.  Revenue Canada found

that Savannah's assignment of #11 costs to all export sales did not reflect the [                   

                              ].   In more detail, Revenue Canada found:51

U.S. exporters realize a loss on many export sales by selling sugar refined
from high priced #14 raw sugar or sugar beets at low prices dictated by
competitive factors on the open, world market.  These losses on their export
sales [                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                   
                                                        ]52

Revenue Canada noted that "the fact that the exporters' costing methodology is acceptable

under GAAP for U.S. tax purposes and for reporting to the Securities and Exchange

Commission does not mean that costs reasonably reflect the costs associated with particular
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sales, which is the requirement under SIMA."   53

Revenue Canada also rejected Savannah's cost allocations because they did not reflect

Revenue Canada's observations of the physical production and delivery of the goods to

Canada.  Revenue Canada believed that "specific identification" most accurately measured the

cost of goods produced.  Revenue Canada sought to link specific input materials to each

export transaction.   Thus, Revenue Canada rejected assignment of #11 costs to sugar which54

it could specifically identify as produced and directly exported by Michigan Sugar.   As55

discussed below, Revenue Canada used Michigan Sugar's cost records which related to these

identified shipments for a portion of its cost of production determination.  

With respect to commingled merchandise, Revenue Canada recognized that its

preferred approach of "specific identification of the raw material input" would not be

possible.   Nevertheless, Revenue Canada again rejected Savannah's methodology finding56

that costs assigned from a management inventory pool position were not a proper basis for

costing the production of the goods because they did not reflect the variation in pricing of the
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raw sugar inputs from all sources over the period investigated.   Indeed, Savannah admits57

that "[t]here is no direct relationship between the accounting inventory of #11 raw sugar and

#14 raw sugar at any given point in time and the physical raw sugar consumed in production

of specific subject goods because the inventories of #11 raw sugar and #14 raw sugar are

fungible and commingled."   58

As discussed below, to cost "commingled" raw sugar used in the production of subject

goods for export, Revenue Canada used the weighted average cost of #11 raw sugar and the

#14 raw sugar consumed in the production process during the specific month of shipment.59

Revenue Canada acknowledged in its brief that "while this did not reflect the actual cost of

production of the goods, it results in a reasonable cost associated with the production of the

goods for the purposes of SIMA."60

In sum, Revenue Canada did not reject Savannah's costing methodology based merely

upon reflexive invocation of the term "actual."  Rather, Revenue Canada compared

Savannah's cost assignments with its operations to determine if the assignments made

reasonably reflected costs for particular sales during the period of investigation.  Revenue

Canada determined that an alternative methodology was available which better reflected input

costs.
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As discussed in the Standard of Review portion of this Opinion, Canadian

administrative law consistently holds that a determination of a tribunal may be reasonable

even when another reasonable alternative has been rejected.  Indeed, the tribunal

determination may be reasonable even when the rejected alternative might be more reasonable

than the tribunal's approach in the circumstances presented.     61

Specifically as to GAAP methodologies, "Revenue Canada is not required by the

SIMA to adopt a particular method just because it is in accordance with GAAP."   The62

offered GAAP may provide "solid guidelines for allocations" but Revenue Canada "is not

bound" to those methods.   Thus, "SIMA leaves Revenue Canada the discretion to adopt63

other methods where . . . the facts of the case make the other method reasonable and that

method is consistent with SIMA."   We examine below whether the alternative costing64

methodology adopted by Revenue Canada was reasonable. 

3. Revenue Canada's cost of production
determination for inputs from sugar beets was reasonable

               
The Panel has sustained Revenue Canada's action to investigate Michigan Sugar as

an exporter.  Accordingly, refined sugar exports to Canada from beet processing plants

operated by Michigan Sugar were properly subject to investigation.  

As indicated earlier, Revenue Canada believed that "specific identification . . . that is,
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if the input materials could be specifically identified to each export transaction," most

accurately measured the cost of goods produced.   Savannah's records permitted Revenue65

Canada to specifically identify exports to Canada which were produced at Michigan Sugar's

facility and exported directly to Canada, i.e., the subject goods exported were not processed

from raw sugar inputs which had been commingled.   It was undisputed that the input66

material used at beet processing plants to produce refined sugar was raw sugar beets.67

Revenue Canada used the cost of sugar beets and sugar beet processing, as presented by

Michigan Sugar, to construct the cost of the refined sugar made from sugar beets at its plants.

  The Panel holds that Revenue Canada's effort to match input materials to export

transactions is a reasonable interpretation of SIMA, supported by SIMA Section 19(b) and

Department Regulation 11(a).  Moreover, Revenue Canada's approach is also consistent with

Section 15(e) which provides for the comparison of values to be made at the place of

shipment.   Revenue Canada's established policy is to reflect the "differences in costs,68

efficiencies, economies of scale, technology, plant equipment and production methodology

between plants, all of which can impact on the costs and profitability of the goods produced
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and sold by the various plants."   Thus, Revenue Canada's determination to attribute the costs69

which it traced from the specific shipment of those subject goods to the production of the

goods from identifiable inputs (not commingled raw sugar) was reasonable in law and fact.

4. Remand of Revenue Canada's cost of production 
determination for inputs from commingled inventory

  The more difficult question involves costing inputs which cannot be identified by

production site.  As noted earlier in this opinion, Savannah commingles the raw sugar inputs

produced in the United States and inputs purchased on the world market.  Subject goods,

produced from commingled sugar, were exported to Canada.  Because of Savannah's

objection that Revenue Canada's methodology relied upon the same assumptions Revenue

Canada had rejected, the Panel sought to reconstruct the specific mechanism for calculating

costs attributed to production from commingled inputs.  By examination of the data base

upon which the findings were founded the Panel attempted to evaluate fully the

reasonableness of Revenue Canada's actions.  

As noted earlier, the "Sugar to be Re-exported in Refined Form" program ("Re-export

Program") permits licensed U.S. refiners to import raw sugar at the prevailing low world

market price, for the production of refined sugar or sugar containing products destined for

export.  The Re-export Program, through its substitution provisions, "permits the exportation

of refined sugar prior to the importation of the corresponding quantity of #11 raw sugar."70
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Thus, export credits can be earned under the Re-export Program which permit sugar

companies, including Savannah, to later import equivalent quantities of #11 raw sugar.71

The Re-export Program emphasizes maintenance of records to account for the

quantity of imports and exports.   Under the Re-export Program, "the refiner must maintain72

records and ensure that a quantity of refined sugar is exported (or transferred to a

manufacturer of sugar containing products for export) within a specified time period to

correspond with the quantity of #11 raw sugar imported."   Revenue Canada could73

accurately identify and quantify total monthly export sales and #11 purchases from records

used by Savannah for eventual reconciliation and apportionment of costs.

Revenue Canada found that the production process for refining raw cane sugar uses

a rapid turnover of inventory and a short production time.   Therefore, Revenue Canada74

sought to establish the weighted average cost of the #11 and the #14 raw sugar consumed in

the production process during the specific month of shipment in its calculations of cost for

export sales.75

For commingled sugar, Revenue Canada calculated the weighted average cost of

production in any month by using the opening inventory balances of the #11 and #14 raw

sugar physical inventory, adding the receipts of raw sugar during that month, and subtracting
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the ending inventory balances.  There appears to be no objection to the mechanics of Revenue

Canada's methodology.  In performing calculations Revenue Canada was "just doing the

arithmetic."   76

Revenue Canada's calculations were based on documentation (VE11 (Revised))

provided by Savannah which reflected Savannah's utilization of the benefits of the Re-Export

Program.  The column of data describing the cumulative status of export sales volume and

the #11 purchases [                                                    ].  The data indicated that [               

                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                  ]77

When the #11 raw sugar was in a negative position, Revenue Canada assumed a zero

inventory balance for #11 raw sugar.  This reading of VE11 is not disputed.  Counsel for

Savannah summarized:  "when the inventory position is negative, yes, there is nothing there.

There is nothing there.  Why is there nothing there?  Because we already made the
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export sales in question.  . . . It is only zero or it is only negative because we made the sale

and the goods haven't yet arrived."78

Rather, underlying the reliability issue here is that Savannah has apparently always

commingled raw sugar inputs and cannot physically differentiate the goods.  Even though the

data may accurately reflect the cumulative movement of raw sugar during the period for

which such records were maintained, determination of #11 inventory levels is dependent upon

the composition of the inventory from which the movements were first measured.  Thus, the

movement data apparently reflect the cumulative status of export sales and purchases, but

incorporate to some degree the opening inventory composition when the current system of

record keeping was established.  Nothing presented to the Panel indicates that Revenue

Canada addressed this infirmity in the submitted data.  To the contrary, Revenue Canada

consistently demanded that physical inventory volumes be reported and accepted VE11

Revised as establishing accurate physical inventory levels.   Thus, the Panel finds that79

Revenue Canada has not addressed the issue of the composition of opening inventory and

remands this matter for consideration.  

Revenue Canada's reasoning must be transparent.  The determination issued by

Revenue Canada and the briefs filed in this proceeding did not specifically detail the

computations performed or the data base assumptions made for commingled sugar inputs. 
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The Panel explored Revenue Canada's methodology through questioning at oral argument and

by direct examination of the record, but the Panel should not be required to reconstruct the

decision-making process.  Given the high level of deference accorded Revenue Canada's

decisions, it should provide a clear statement of the agency's path of reasoning and

computational framework.  

With respect to Revenue Canada's use of VE11 (Revised) and transparency of

decision-making, the Panel also notes that it is unclear whether the sugar attributable to

Michigan Sugar shipments was segregated from the #14 inventory data reported on VE11

(Revised) and whether segregation would affect inventory computations.  

Finally, the Panel notes that the time period for data evaluation selected here, i.e.

monthly computations, significantly affected the margin calculations.  If data had been

considered on an annual basis, quite different dumping results might be determined.

Nevertheless, Revenue Canada justified this methodological decision in a perfunctory

manner.   For example, Revenue Canada's explanation did not refer to past administrative80

practice in cases involving goods with production and inventory turn-over times consistent

with those experienced here.  The selection of the time period for computation of cost of

production was an important methodological decision, one which warrants full explication.

At the end of this opinion, the Panel provides remand instructions which direct

Revenue Canada to re-evaluate its methodology for costing commingled inputs in light of the

problem of establishing historical physical baseline inventories for #11 and #14 raw sugar.
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The remand instructions also direct Revenue Canada to justify its methodological approach

in the other areas discussed in this opinion.  Nothing in the Panel opinion or remand

instructions should be construed as expressing a Panel preference for a particular cost of

production calculation methodology for commingled inputs.

VIII. REVENUE CANADA'S DATE OF SALE DETERMINATION 
WAS REASONABLE

A. Factual Background and Revenue Canada's Determination

To determine which transactions are subject to investigation Revenue Canada must

determine whether the "date of sale" falls within the period of investigation.  Savannah and

ED&F Man entered into a contractual relationship on December 8, 1992 ("ED&F contract")

for the purchase of subject goods.  The period of investigation covered January 1, 1994 to

February 28, 1995.  Some shipments pursuant to the ED&F contract were made before the

period of investigation, while other shipments were made during the period of investigation.

Revenue Canada determined that the material terms of the transaction were not

established by the ED&F contract, and thus the date of entry into the contract was not the

date of sale.  Revenue Canada found that the sales invoice was the first document to firmly

establish the material terms of the sale and used the invoice date as the date of sale.  When

the sales invoice was not available, the date of shipment was deemed to be the date of sale.
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B. Positions of the Participants

Savannah maintains that the determination of what constitutes a sale or an agreement

to sell is governed by law of contract, sale of goods and commercial transactions.  Savannah

argues that these areas are outside the expertise of Revenue Canada and Revenue Canada's

determination of date of sale should be reviewed as to its legal correctness, rather than for

reasonableness of Revenue Canada's action.81

Savannah characterizes the ED&F contract as an "agreement to sell" which qualifies

as a "sale" within the plain meaning of SIMA.  Savannah argues that, because the term

"agreement to sell" was included in the definition of "sale" in SIMA, Revenue Canada need

not inquire further as to whether the material terms of the sale are ascertained.   Savannah82

notes that Revenue Canada had the statutory authority to expand the period of investigation

under subsection 15(d) of SIMA, but failed to do so.  Accordingly, because the agreement

to sell occurred outside the period of investigation, Savannah believes that the transactions

made pursuant to that contract should not have been included in the calculation of export

price.  Savannah also argues that, in any event, the ED&F contract was sufficiently definite

at the date of signing for Revenue Canada to find that the material terms of the transaction

were established at that time.

Revenue Canada argues that, because "date of sale" is not defined in SIMA,

Parliament clearly intended that Revenue Canada exercise its expertise in making that
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determination.   Revenue Canada refers to the ED&F contract as an "umbrella agreement"83

which did not provide for all terms and conditions of sale.  Instead, the date of sale was

properly determined on the basis of either the date of the sales invoice issued by Savannah

Foods before the merchandise was shipped, or, if the date of the sales invoice was unavailable,

the date of shipment.   According to Revenue Canada, these dates marked the first point in84

time when the material terms of the ED&F Contract could be ascertained.

C. Decision of the Panel

The determination of date of sale is a crucial aspect of an antidumping investigation

because the date of sale defines the sales that will be included in the comparison of normal

value and export price in order to determine whether the merchandise in question has been

dumped.  Because Revenue Canada is responsible for determining the methodology for

calculating export price, it must have the authority to determine what constitutes the date of

sale.  This function is reasonably related or ancillary to calculating export price.  Revenue

Canada properly states that "the objective of selecting a date of sale in anti-dumping

investigations is specific to the objectives of SIMA and, in this respect, differs from any other

legislation governing commercial transactions."   The interpretation of SIMA by Revenue85

Canada with respect to what constitutes the date of sale is well within Revenue Canada's

statutory function and that interpretation should be reviewed under the reasonableness
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standard.

SIMA provides that "a sale includes leasing and renting, an agreement to sell, lease

or rent and an irrevocable tender."   For purposes of the Panel analysis, we accept that the86

ED&F contract was an agreement to sell and a "sale" under the SIMA.   Nevertheless,87

whether or not an agreement to sell may constitute a sale under the SIMA, such does not

establish that the date of the agreement is the date of sale.

Although SIMA itself is silent with respect to the methodology for determining the

"date of sale," Revenue Canada properly derives guidance from the Agreement on

Implementation of Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade which provides

that the appropriate date of sale may be determined from the date of the contract, the

purchase order, the order confirmation, or the invoice, whichever establishes the material

terms of sale.   Moreover, investigation of when the material terms of a transaction were88

established to find the "date of sale" is apparently in accord with an established practice of the

tribunal.   89
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The record is sufficient to support as reasonable Revenue Canada's conclusion that

the material terms of the sale were not contained in the ED&F Contract of December 8, 1992.

Many of the essential terms of the contract were still subject to some modification by both the

buyer and seller until that point in time at which the sales invoice was issued by Savannah or

the goods were actually shipped to the buyer.

Although the December 8, 1992 contract contained a pricing formula by which price

could be determined at some fixed future date, the exact pricing could be affected by elections

made by the parties.  Moreover, quantity was not fixed, but was established with reference

to an "upper and lower range with the final tonnage to be determined by buyer's advice within

90 days of signing of the contract."   The grade or quality of the merchandise was also90

subject to availability at the time the product was to be delivered.   Accordingly, Revenue91

Canada could reasonably conclude that the date of sale for each of these transactions was not

the date of the ED&F contract, but a subsequent date which fell within the period of

investigation.

The Panel holds that there was sufficient objective evidence on the administrative

record to support Revenue Canada's determination that the date of sale for shipments

pursuant to the ED&F contract fell within the period of investigation and should thus be

included in Revenue Canada's calculation of export price.
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IX. CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, Revenue Canada's determination is hereby affirmed in

part and remanded in part.

REMAND INSTRUCTIONS:

1.  Revenue Canada must analyze and explain the reasonableness of its methodology for

costing raw sugar inputs from commingled inventories.  If Revenue Canada finds it can

determine the physical composition of the baseline or opening inventory, it should detail the

analysis which permits it to reach this conclusion.  If Revenue Canada cannot determine the

physical composition of the baseline or opening inventory, Revenue Canada must explain why

its methodology is nevertheless reasonable notwithstanding its adoption of opening inventory

data provided by Savannah.  

2.  If Revenue Canada finds that the inability to establish physical baseline inventory levels

fatally compromises its methodology, Revenue Canada may determine cost of production for

commingled merchandise by such other method it believes is reasonable.

3.  Revenue Canada should describe whether segregation of any quantity reflected in

Savannah's #14 raw sugar inventory data attributable to Michigan Sugar is appropriate in

making its cost calculations for commingled inputs.  If segregation is appropriate and was not

performed in prior calculations, such an analysis should be conducted and Revenue Canada

should report whether the change materially affected its cost computations.  
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4.  Revenue Canada should specifically justify the decision to analyze inventory consumption

data for cost calculations on a monthly basis.  In its discussion, Revenue Canada should also

state whether the period selected materially affected the quantum of dumping found to be

present.    

The results of this remand shall be provided by Revenue Canada to the Panel within

45 days of this decision.
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ARTICLE 1904 BINATIONAL PANEL REVIEW
UNDER THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT

)
IN THE MATTER OF: )

)
FINAL DETERMINATION OF DUMPING ) CDA-95-1904-04
REGARDING CERTAIN REFINED SUGAR, )
REFINED FROM SUGAR CANE OR SUGAR )
BEETS, IN GRANULATED, LIQUID AND )
POWDERED FORM, ORIGINATING IN OR )
EXPORTED FROM THE UNITED STATES )
OF AMERICA )

)

ORDER

For the reasons stated in the memorandum opinion, the Panel affirms in part Revenue
Canada's final determination.  The panel also remands in part Revenue Canada's final
determination for further proceedings consistent with the memorandum opinion and remand
instructions.

The results of the remand shall be provided by Revenue Canada to the Panel within 45
days of this decision.

SIGNED IN THE ORIGINAL BY:

Brian E. McGill, Chair   
Brian E. McGill, Chair

Jane C. Luxton            
Jane C. Luxton

Leonard E. Santos            
Leonard E. Santos

Leon E. Trakman           
Leon E. Trakman

Wilhelmina K. Tyler       
Wilhelmina K. Tyler

Issued on the 9th day of October, 1996
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